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Correct the sentence:

I can like to watch the 

ants allday.

Correct the sentence:

A hoping frog ate a jucy

fly.

Correct the sentence:

We tryed to dig in the froze 

ground.

Correct the sentence:

Unlock the door, I steped

inside.

Correct the sentence:

Did you see the swarmming

bees by the tree over their?

Use them in a sentence:
social

exchanges

Use them in a sentence:
excess

reinforce

Use them in a sentence:
storage

transport

Use them in a sentence:
chamber

scarce

Use them in a sentence:
obstacles

transfers

Add commas where 
needed to the text 
below
Thank you Margine for all 
your help.

Circle the synonym for 
the following word: 
talent

weakness   athletic
skill   smart

nonspeaking
prefix: __________
base or root: 
__________
suffix: __________

Circle the matching 
analogy:

student : learn
a) nurse : talk
b) dog : sit
c) walk : pace
d) doctor : heal

Simile or Metaphor?
Underline what is being 
compared: 
Without my glasses I 
am as blind as a bat.

Circle the antonym for 
the following word: 
attract

repel   together
draw   same

Circle the correct 
relative pronoun: 
who which  whose  
whom that
Full moons, ___ happen 
about once a month, 
light up the night’s sky.

Circle the prepositions, 
cross out any 
prepositional phrases.
In Hawaii, the air feels 

warm and humid.

Circle the correct word.
The storm___ over the 

city very slowly. 
(passed/past)

Circle the misspelled word 
and write it correctly on 
the line:
answer   despair   broght

______________

Circle the definition that 
matches the word used in 
the sentence below.

The Transcontinental 
Railroad spans across the 
entire United States of 

America.
span
1. n. The distance or a 

section between two 
objects or supports..

2. n. A period or length of 
time.

3. v. To stretch from one 
side to the other.

The tide can come in 
very quickly at Crystal 
Cove. At low tide, all the 
rocks are out of the 
water and you can 
observe the sea life in 
the tide pools.  But, 
when the water comes 
rushing back in, even the 
biggest rocks are 
submerged.

submerged means: 

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________
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